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Abstract: Due to increase in demand of fossil fuel in last 5 year the demand increase the day by day damaging effect on the 

environment. There is a major problem faced in future for that purpose the alternative fuel source is to be developed. we 

design such a vehicle/car which totally work  on the renewable energy source or non-conventional energy source the 

combination of the wind and solar energy the car is to be work the two generator are install in the car to convert the 

mechanical power to electrical power economically the system beneficial consume less cost of maintenance etc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

According to problem statement: 

1) Vehicle cost increase rapidly.  

2) Air and sound pollution also increase day by day.  

3) Demand of the vehicle increase. 

4) Decrease the level of fossil fuel. 

For the number of problems occur due to do burning of fossil fuel the by product carbon dioxide which leads to do greenhouse 

effect and harms the planet. If the environment keep growing use the some non-pollutant source which is helpful to grow the 

environment. Wind and Solar is the best option for the future transportation. 

Therefore, the meaning of the advantage of the E vehicle due to the zero emission or emission free, The government of each country 

to promote the battery powered vehicle for electric vehicle which is the beneficial for the environment and Planet also the major 

focus of this vehicle is the increase the private transportation in the future as a result the people are becoming more aware of the 

energy related actions and have started looking for an alternative sustainable source the conventional electric car having a complex 

charging structure or difficult to be e face after some kilometres but we design the such vehicle/car wind and running condition of 

the car and Solar help at stop position to charge the battery. Due to wind and solar energy the maximum charging or charge with 

the minimum time and charge the battery very easily easily. 

COMPONENETS OF ELECTRICAL CAR 

The electric car consists of the following component: 

1. Solar panel 

Solar panel are those device which is used to absorb the sun rays and convert them into electricity or heat a solar panel is actually 

collection of the Solar or photoelectric cells which is used to generate for the conversion of solar energy directly to electricity using 

Photoelectric effect the photoelectric effect in wall conversion of electromagnetic radiation into electrical energy the photoelectric 

models constitutes the photoelectric array of the photoelectric system the majority of the modulus used woofer Based crystalline 

Silicon cells or thin flim cell the Solar cell are manufactured as model with sheet of  glass on top to you are low light to pass and 

protect the semiconductor from the weather. 

2. Lead Acid Battery 

The lead acid battery is contain secondary cell that is meaning rechargeable battery is very common in car and bike and a bicycle 

at it it contain plates of lead and the lead oxide in the sulphuric acid solution the lead acid oxidize the lead plate making an electric 

current the electrical energy produced by the discharging lead acid battery can be e attribute to energy release when the storage 

chemical bonds of a water molecule formed from H + Ion of the acid during charging the battery acts as a water splitting device 

and in the charge state the chemical energy of the battery is mostly stored in the acid. 

3. DC Gear Motor 

•) supply voltage 36 volt 
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•) Rated Power equal to 250 watt 

•) Rated speed equal to 3300 RPM 

•) Reduction ratio equal to 9.78 

•) Torque constant equal to 8 N-m (80 kg-cm) 

•) efficiency 78% 

•) Full load current equal to 13.4 ampere 

•) No load current equal to 2.2 ampere 

A geared motor is electric motor couple with the gear train, gear motor used either AC alternating current or DC direct current 

power with gear actually transform shaft speed into torque at specific ratio with minimum efficiency losses the gear motor are using 

application that require lower shaft speed and higher torque output this describe a wide range of application. 

4. DC Generator  

A DC generator is an electrical machine which convert mechanical energy into electrical  

INNOVATION  

The wind power generation is the easy when the force of the wind is continuously in apply to the wind turbine so, the wind turbine 

is place on the front of vehicle and top site of the vehicle to get the more electrical power front turbine is and top side turbine is 

vertically couple with generator. when the vehicle is running condition then wind force on both turbines is high so the output 

electrical power is also high due to gear coupling of the Wind Turbine and generator the speed of the generator is increased to 

production of electrical power also solar power electrical vehicle is there but solar output is reduced at time of vehicle is running 

condition in that vehicle is running condition means that Car/Vehicle is more useful in stationary condition of the vehicle wind 

pressure is low but solar output is high and running condition of the vehicles wind force and Solar output is reduced so that vehicle 

is useful to stable as well as running condition to charge the batteries of the vehicle. 

OBJECTIVE  

1. The main objective is introducing a smart vehicle that is no requirement of any type of fossil fuel and operate on solar + wind 

energy.  

2. Introducing pollution free vehicle because it does not make air and sound pollution in environment. 

3. The another objective is provide a solution on the day by day increasing fuel cost this vehicle operated on freely available 

renewable energy source that is wind and solar energy. 

Conversion of Energy 

a) Wind to Electrical Energy 

In this prototype model the wind pressure is strike on a turbine or fan that is place on the top side and front side of the vehicle. With 

gear coupling of generator due to wind pressure turbine is start to rotate then the generator is also rotate and rotate of generator is 

electrical energy and electrical energy is useful for charging of batteries of vehicle. 

b) Solar to Electrical Energy 

Solar power is arguably the cleanest and most reliable form of renewable energy in solar powered Photo voltic this electricity is 

used for charging the batteries with the help of controller solar panel are placed on the top side of the vehicle and there are three 

solar panels connected in series then the output of that panels is given As shown in figure a indicates power flow diagram of extra 

ordinary solar + wind powered electrical vehicle in which which two sources are used for charging the batteries of electrical vehicle 

that is solar and wind 

In stationary condition of the vehicle solar charging used for batteries and in moving condition of vehicle the Solar Panel is reduced 

their generation voltage or efficiency then wind pressure is high so the wind generator output is charging the batteries so the vehicle 

is operated on the renewable energy. 
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METHODOLOGY 

A. CONSTRUCTION 

This vehicle consists of the some mechanical and electrical components to complete construction of this vehicle. This vehicle is 

acts as a base for all other components or chessis other some components mounted on it. it consists of two generating unit the first 

fan mounted on the front side of the vehicle and second fan is mounted at the top of the vehicle the DC gear motor is attached and 

back side of the wheels. solar panel is used at the top side of the vehicle and battery are used for the storing device handle side basic 

digital metre is to install which indicate the battery storage percentage and vehicle speed. 

 

B. WORKING 

The conversion of the wind energy into electrical energy and utilise it. we design search vehicle which totally operate on the natural 

source and run free source of energy two generator are used and front side and back side the front side the wind pressure is too high 

for the purpose the high efficient generator is to be used and second generator which is normal in Size a combination of these three 

inputs we calculate the requirement of the storage and all other similar parameter these two generator are connected in series with 

it. And storage is to be continued this is the storage working at the time of running condition of vehicle both the generator front and 

back side rotate and generate the electricity and storage at the running condition this is a simple working of this vehicle. 

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 

Fig 1. BLOCK DIAGRAM OF PROTOTYPE 

PROTOTYPE MODEL 

 

Fig 2. PROTOTYPE MODEL 
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FRONT VIEW 

 

Fig 3. FIRST GENERATOR 

TOP VIEW 

 

Fig 4.SECOND GENERATOR WITH SOLAR PANEL 

ADVANTAGES 

1. This concept of E vehicle is introduced few less vehicle due to know any fossil fuel is required for operation. 

2. Its help to reduce the use of fuel which is more profitable for future also it will help in reducing pollution. 

3. No sound and air pollution. 

4. Zero operating cost. 

5. Low cost compared to other vehicle. 

6. Free energy generation. 

7. Two sources to charge the batteries it will charge their stationary and moving condition of vehicle 

DIS-ADVANTAGES 

1. The time required to charge the battery by solar and wind energy will be greater than conventional method. 
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2. Starting torque of the electric vehicle comparatively less. 

3. Speed of electrical vehicle also Lays 30 to 40 kilometre per hour. 

4. It is not used for long distance. 

Conclusion 

At this condition the prototype model is a working condition. Is operate on both of the Energy solar and wind power and generate 

electricity this paper gives the idea that vehical powerd with the help of solar energy and wind energy is more effective than fuel 

vehical.  
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